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Submission content: Thank you for the opporunity to make a
submission. My comments follow in response to the draft Region Plan
and revised draft District Plan: I support: • the concept of three
Metropolitan Cities and 30 minute cities. • the concept of local housing
and job targets however believe the targets should be more equitable
particularly in terms of where Planned Precincts go; I have concerns
about: • the shortness in time for this public exhibition period; • the
population projections which I believe to be too high; • the extent of
high density urban renewal in existing suburbs; • the concept of
sharing green space and accessibility does not address the inequity in
terms of green space that already exists. Given many of these areas
are proposed for urban renewal, not only does the existing shortage of
green space need to be addressed but sufficient green space needs to
be set aside for the additional population. While ‘green grids’ and
‘linear parks’ are commended, they should not replace having the
necessary green space, and access to bushland, etc, particularly given
urban renewal will diminish existing backyards and urban canopy
cover; • the accuracy of information provided, e.g a light rail corridor is
shown to Maroubra, however no urban renewal area is indicated,
despite this being the most likely scenario; • the absence of detailed
information such as housing and job targets for the period 2021



onwards; • insufficient policy information about the proposed ‘Growth
Infrastructure Compact’ which is intended to provide fund local
infrastructure and services, however as yet has not had wider public
debate; • no enterprise zones allocated where existing residential
communities live. I would like to see: • the inclusion of ‘cultural’
heritage as a key objective in the plans; • local communities as a key
stakeholder in the rollout of all collaboration areas (which is currently
not the case despite indications in the plan this is the case); • a better
community engagement process rather than the current process where
hundreds of submissions were lodged as part of the response process
to the initial draft plans, where landowners are trying to get their land
holding rezoned; • greater emphasis on protecting Sydney's existing
urban canopy cover through more ambitious metrics; • the introduction
of better liveability metrics to ensure communities thrive; • a more
definitive definition for ‘open space’ and an explanation who and how
open space will be paid for; • greater equity in terms of green space
across Sydney; with minimum standards set in terms of how much
green space is available per resident in addition to accessibility; • the
introduction of new green areas in existing suburbs, e.g the conversion
of Canterbury Racecourse as a major urban park vs the land being
redeveloped when the current lease expires. Thiis would go some way
to addressing the inherent shortage of open space in the area); • better
design objectives as a key metric in the Plans; • greater emphasis on
public transport rather than building new tollways, e.g extending
Westconnex; • more definitive affordable housing targets and a more
equitable approach to the distribution of open space across Sydney so
it's better integrated (ie across most suburbs); • greater emphasis on
planning strategies to offset the impact from climate change; • greater
emphasis on protecting existing communities from over development; •
the introduction of a population strategy, as part and parcel of this
process; • proper public debate about ‘Growth Infrastructure
Compacts’ and how this will work, as well as more information about
Value Capture options before the introduction of any policy changes. In
particular insufficient attention has been paid to active transport as an



alternative to private motor vehicles. This is critical. We can not afford
the space and pollution caused by older forms of transport.
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